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6/27/72 
Dear Js, 

Day of relatively few interruptions, none after lunch, I've finally finished posting 
corrections master PM, which may be but another enormous futility. Not enough daylight 
left to return to corrections earlier part. La finished typing epilogue, which is where 
I posted typos, some time ago but I'd let it slide for other thing. Forgot length foreword, 
about 20 pp. Last numbered in Ep 408, so total text length abt 430pp at approx 600 wards 
each! About 2/3 through on corrections, as I recall from months ago. So, I've returned 
to ltrs 24 after (thanks) going over clips. 

I find pain hard to describe (fortunately, I never have severe ones), But the area 
JDW describes is also that of a common ulcer. Mine, healed, has been acting up a bit 
as a result of the unpleasantness, which makes me aware of it. But in my case there was 
never, in an attack even, a real pain. More discomfort. That area ulcer is the least 
problem, should it turn out to be that. The only real trouble I ever had from mine, and 
that was minorli more discomfort, came from medication one with an ulcer should never have. 
Which is another comeentary on modern medicine, it being known I had a healed ulcer, 
before prescription, that is. 

I know little if anything about hypertension, and may even have it without having 
been told from a few things the coop lawyer said when he phoned after I raised hell. But 
if I do and that is what he had in mind, the general practitioner I see told me he wants 
me to walk at least a half-hour vigorously every day. Yout mountain is steeper if you 
are ever told this. What I do is walk up on the way out so coming back isn't too hard. I 
go as fast as I can and there is virtually no flat space. I find that coming back at a 
brisk pace is also work,for by then I'm tired. I understand the key is not to over-
exercise to begin with, to ease into any exercise gradually, and then to extend it slightly 
daily. I have often wondered if, as the years accumulate on you, too, you are getting any 
exercise. I find it mentally beneficial, feel better after catching my breath, esp. if 
after a fast dip in pool. Speaking as one with a history of letting things slide and then 
learning too late, I would encourage you not to be satisfied until you have an explanation 
you can accept. If you let it slide, do not satisfy yourself, it can prey on the mind, end 
you should know. Although it may not at first seem like the case, particularly if it is 
a form of anxiety, for with it the mind plays dirty tricks, sometimes frightening ones. 

I realize I'm talking without knowing what I'm talking about, but until we know, it 
is always possible that knowing in advance the experience of others can be helpful when 
a situation arises or the time for questions comes. For some time I was supposed to be on 
meprobamate (milltomn). When I had tee correctly-diagnosed attack of anxiety the local doc 
told me he prefers vellum for those who use the mind. When I raised this with my own doctor, 
and not until, then, he said it is right and made the switch. Then there was s ttrange thing 
that happened to me as I now recall only when I would first get into bed. My heart would 
feel like it was beating hard when I'd expect the opposite. (I've learned on my own that 
being aware of the heartbeat is another characteristic of anxiety, the mind tricking again.) 
When I raised this questikn, something called butisol was prescribed. I have since learned 
that when Lille sister was having so rough a time before her husband died, her doctor 
prescribed this. When I had a chance to ask mine why he prescribed butisol, he said it is 
a tranquilizer that seems more effective before bed and seems to have the effect of 
encouraging sleep. I know this may all be irrelevant, but I feel intelligent people are 
more inclined to be concerned about what they don8t understand, by mysteries, and if it 

does turn out that you have anxiety, it appears to be nothing to fear but can be tricky 
and deceptive. Please keep me posted. 

Vancouver papers: thanks, forget. I'll keep gathering all I can on Gervais, but this 
newest deVelopment forces me to finish with PM WI as first priority. It it not a quixotic 
interest, this Gervais thing, but is part of the overall and will, I think, provide a 
popular and comprehensible illustration of the "workings" of "justice" and Justice, IRS, 
judges, etc. From one of the clips IRS sent me, it seems that the impartial judge has made 
an open and broad hint that the cases be dropped. You will recall I had said I thought I'd 
figured out what PG was up to, how he'd planned his way out of a cul de aRc. I don't buy 
his financial dissatisfaction explanation, knowing him better than that. e is not poor, 
he had to worry about the mob, not JG, and this was his only way out. It remains to be seen 
how good a record he made. 
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Thanks for title critique, suggestion. 

Shea: fitting with your conjecture, he once sent me a card with a Japanese return 
address, pehaps even mailed from there. I never bothered checking it, but it seemed like 
a familiar address, that of an agent. But I'm s icking with my personal candidate, the 
man who moved to Florida. Or said he was. 

28 a.m. At this point things got a little chaotic, as the FYIs enclosed will show. And later 
I developed such a guilty feeling about my feelings about Mary. Most not right-wing who 
have not had close personal experiences with them do not understand that they are principled, 
the decent ones, strongly so, and on a personal basis solidly dependable. Mary had the 
intellectual equipment to escape the mental captivity of the south but didn't because 
she had to try too young, an early mother, and soon had to gesume responsibility for keep-
ing the family going and together. We met her first at a party at Bud's the last to which 
he invited us) and she and Lil hit it off right away....She- is a very attractive matron 
now and as a chick would have made the world's best real Mata Hari...Perhaps you don't 
read through the lines, or perhaps this is too much for you and you don t want to. I'm 
developing a notion that the brilliant Sylvia has really flipped and is'insane. She thinks 
or says I am. If she is, if I am right, the situation on assassinations is worse than ever. 
There was no dissuading her on the foolishness with Belin. Howard knows I forecast the 
outcome with as much accuracy as possible, nit the Times treatment but the end result, 
counterproductivity. Be was in the same ploy and came to the realization on his own. 

I'vepassed less than the deserved complement on Hoppe part, a delight. You couldn't 
put this kind of genius better than in the Garry Boldwater description,"It defies 
description." 

You may be well off not having accepted the 3M deal. La decided we should. The 
coupons came yestwrday. The promo was a fraud. Instead of getting the stuff fresh and 
"locally" as announced, it will cost us $2.00 plus letter-writing or phoning to Washington 
or ',;altimore to set. 

In spearating letters out to read first, I forgot the second batch of enclosures. 
Great, Je,, and vy glad to get. I'll be taking the aledad Frame-Up story with me when we 
leave for a medical apt this a.m. to read. Haven't read the dope story yet, but I fear 
that because of the involvements in the Ray case I'm going to have to stgy close to that 
scene and do appreciet your vvm recognition of it. In his last he said he'd be sending me 
some pie soon. Whether promise or threat remains to be seen. I've been leaning on him for 
more than a year. It is possible that when he smuggled into Mexico in a tire what you 
know I suspect, when he brought the same tire out it was refilled...Just got a letter to 
him (all at my insistence not from those on his approved list being sent unopened to 
lawyers) in which there is the brief note that he is being sent four cigars and a pack 
of matches. Figure that one Or asking about it through censorship!...Gehlen: I do have a 
file. None of the reviews indicate the use made by SDECE of his boyos, including for 
assassinations as the price of living. In am a. And one of the Watergaters had a copy!.,. 
When a former FBI exposes Bureau in novel and it is commercial, perhaps there may be a 
slight change. This was contracted before the saint went to his own special heaven.... 
Returned clip on Bremer footage and DAs reminds me: can t recognize what I wrote from what 
Enquirer did. Head and play directly opposite what I said. 

Don't worry about the worries here. It is enough that one does. Best, 


